
Spring 2018 

GROUP EXERCISE SCHEDULE 
Effective: March 19, 2018 

 

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
Studio A Studio B Studio A Studio B Studio A Studio B Studio A Studio B Studio A Studio B Studio A Studio B 

Power Hour 
5:15-6:10 
Michelle 

Fit Yoga 
5:15-6:00 
Lindsey 

Guts & 
Glutes 

5:15-6:10 
Judy 

 
BODYPUMP™ 

5:15-6:15 
Holly 

Fit Yoga 
5:15-6:00 
Lindsey 

Guts & 
Glutes 

5:15-6:10 
Judy 

 
Y-Step 

5:15-6:15 
Judy 

RPM™ 
5:30-6:25 

Crystal 

Y-Step 
8:15-9:15 

Julie 

RPM™ 
8:30-9:20 

Krista 

Y-Power 
Yoga 

8:15-9:15 
BJ 

 

Tabata 
Xtreme & 

CX WORX–Gym 

8:15-9:30 
Crystal 

Perfect 
Balance 
Y-Pilates 
8:15-9:15 
Jennifer K. 

Y-Power 
Yoga 

8:15-9:15 
BJ 

RPM™ 
8:30-9:25 

Krista 

Tabata 
Xtreme 

–Gym 

8:15-8:55 
Crystal 

Perfect 
Balance 
Y-Pilates 
8:15-9:15 
Jennifer K. 

 
Y-Yoga 

8:15-9:15 
BJ 

BODYPUMP 
9:30-10:25 

Michelle 
 

BODY 
COMBAT™ 
9:30-10:25 

Krista 

RPM™ 
9:30-10:25 

Crystal 

MASHUP™ 
9:15-10:00 

Sara F. 

SS® 
Classic 

9:30-10:10 
Tracy 

Zumba® 
9:30-10:30 
Jennifer M. 

MASHUP™ 
9:30-10:15 

Krista 

BODY 
COMBAT™ 
9:15-10:15 

Crystal 

SS® 
Classic 

9:30-10:15 
Tracy 

BODYPUMP™ 
9:30-10:30 

Kelley 

Zumba 
Sentao® 

9:45-10:35 
Jennifer K. 

BODY 
ATTACK™ 

10:35-11:30 
Michelle 

Y-Gentle 
Yoga 
10:45-
11:45 
Dana 

Cardio 
Groove 

10:45-11:40 
Judy 

SS®Classic 
11:15-12:05 

Tracy 

Spiritual 
Y-Gentle 

Yoga 
10:30-11:30 

Tracy 

SS® Yoga 
10:15-11:00 
Jennifer K. 

Zumba 
Gold® 

10:45-11:35 
Jennifer K. 

 

Spiritual 
Y-Gentle 

Yoga 
10:30-11:25 

Tracy 

SS® Yoga 
10:20-11:05 

Judy 

Zumba 
Gold® 

10:45-11:35 
Jennifer K. 

Y-LOLYoga 
10:45-11:40 

Ashlee M 
  

Zumba® 
11:45-12:45 
Jennifer K. 

  
Y-Yoga 

11:15-12:15 
Kelli 

BODYPUMP™ 
11:45-12:45 

Crystal 

SS® 
CardioFit 

11:45-12:30 
Jennifer 

Y-Spiritual 
Meditation 
11:30-12:20 

Tracy 

Y-Yoga 
11:15-12:15 

Kelli 
  

 
 

 

MASHUP™ 
4:00-4:45  

Sara F. 
 

BODYPUMP™ 
4:00-4:55 

Kelley 
   

MASHUP™ 
4:00-4:45 

Sara F. 
 

 

 

  

BODY 
COMBAT™ 
EXPRESS 
5:00-5:40 

Crystal 

Perfect 
Balance 
Y-Pilates 
4:45-5:35 
Jennifer K. 

Y-Step 
5:00-5:40 

Shelly 

Tabata Plus 
5:00-5:35 

Kerry 

Back to 
Basics 

Y-Pilates 
4:45-5:35 
Jennifer K. 

RPM™ 
4:45-5:40 

Kelley 

BODY 
ATTACK™ 
Express 

5:00-5:35 
Michelle 

Y-H.I.I.T. 
4:45-5:40 

Kerry 

Zumba® 
5:00-6:00 
Jennifer K. 

 

  

Zumba® 
5:45-6:35 
Jennifer K. 

RPM™ 
5:45-6:35 

Kelley 

Y-Beginner 
H.I.I.T. 

5:45-6:35 
Kerry 

Y-Gentle 
Yoga 

5:45-6:45 
Dana 

CXWORX™ 
6:00-6:30 
Shanna 

Zumba  
5:45-6:40 
Jennifer K. 

BODY 
COMBAT™ 
5:45-6:40 
Shanna 

 
RPM™ 

5:45-6:35 
Krista 

 
 
 

  

BODYPUMP 
6:45-7:45 

Kelley/Shanna 
 

BODYPUMP™ 
6:45-7:45 

Julie 

RPM™ 
7:00-7:50 

Krista 

BODY 
COMBAT™ 
6:45-7:40 
Shanna 

 
BODYPUMP™ 

6:45-7:45 
Krista 

Y-LOLYoga 
6:45-7:40 
Shanna 

 

   

    HOOD COUNTY YMCA     1475 James Rd. Granbury, TX, 76049    P 817 573 7159 F 817 573 7906 www.hoodcountyymca.org 

*Sunday Classes* 
 

ZUMBA® 2 pm 
 

RPM™ 2:15 pm 
 

BODYPUMP™  
  3:15 pm 

 

 
 

 

http://www.hoodcountyymca.org/


GROUP EXERCISE DESCRIPTIONS: All classes listed are included in YMCA membership and are ongoing, so join at any time. Classes may be canceled or times may 
change due to low attendance.  Please refer to schedules frequently.  All classes are designed to accommodate all fitness levels as well as appropriate for ages 8 and up, 
with the exception of BODYPUMP™ & CXWORX™ (Youth must be ages 13 and up).  

BODYPUMP™: Using light to moderate weights with lots 
of repetition, BODYPUMP gives you a total body workout. 
It will burn up to 540 calories*. Instructors will coach you 
through the scientifically proven moves and techniques 
pumping out encouragement to the beat of music– 
helping you achieve much more than on your own! Ages 
13 and up. 
 
BODYATTACK™: is a sports-inspired cardio workout for 
building both strength and stamina. It combines athletic 
aerobic movements with strength and stabiliZation 
exercises to create a killer workout that gets results. 
 
BODYCOMBAT™: Step into a BODYCOMBAT workout and 
you will punch and kick your way to fitness, burning up to 
740 calories* along the way. Get ready to be challenged 
by a Les Mills™ instructor that will motivate you to get 
the best results! You’ll release stress, have a blast and 
feel like a champ! 
 

CARDIO GROOVE: Let’s Boogie! Come and have a kick 
n’ time with some basic but pure fun line dancing, 
salsa, and other groovin’ moves.  A great workout for 
any age, esp. our Active Older Adults and those new or 
returning to exercise.  
 
 

CXWORX™: During the 30 min workout trained 
instructors guide you through correct technique as you 
work with resistance tubes and weight plates, as well as 
body weight exercises like crunches and hovers.  Also 
gets into hip, butt and lower back exercises. 
(CXWORX™ is for ages 13 and up). 
 

FIT YOGA: A physical class that incorporates body 
weight training, core exercises, deep stretching, 
balance work and more. All fitness levels encouraged. 
Modifications available if needed   
 

GUTS & GLUTES: This class is all about firming the 
rear, strengthening the abdominals, and tightening and 
toning everything in between.  
 

 

PERFECT BALANCE Y-PILATES/ BACK TO THE BASICS 
PILATES:   A class that addresses body, mind & spirit. 
You can gain body strength & agility in various 
challenging postures. You’re offered mind challenges 
with balance poses & uses hand weights, straps, & 
balls. Back to the basics incorporates more instruction 
on poses, breathing, and stability movements. There is 
no use of the ball or weights and is done on the mat.  
 

POWER HOUR: This is a high energy total body interval 
style class with moves designed to help you make the most 
of your morning workout! All fitness levels welcome! 
 
MASHUP™: FUN. QUICK. TOTAL FITNESS. Meet your 
curated workout EXPERIENCE with high-energy music and 
holistic coaching to achieve maximum, sustainable results. 
Get the PERKS of Mind/Body (yoga/Pilates), Agility & 
Strength, and High-intensity Intervals for all fitness levels 
in EVERY class! 
 
RPM™:  A cycling workout that delivers maximum results 
with minimum impact on your joints. With pumped music, 
get your pedals spinning! Burn nearly 500 calories* and 
get ready to sweat! 
 
SILVER SNEAKERS® CLASSIC: Have fun and move to the 
music through a variety of exercises designed to increase 
muscular strength, range of movement and activities for 
daily living. Hand-held weights, elastic tubing with 
handles and a Silver Sneakers ball are offered for 
resistance.  A chair is available if needed for seated or 
standing support. 
 
SILVER SNEAKERS® YOGA: Move your whole body 
through a completed series of seated and standing yoga 
poses. Chair support is offered to safely perform a variety 
of postures designed to increase flexibility, balance and 
range of movement. Restorative breathing exercises and 
final relaxation will promote stress reduction and mental 
clarity. 
 
SILVER SNEAKERS® CardioFit:  A safe and heart-healthy 
aerobics class to energize your active lifestyle using      
low-impact movements that focus specifically on building 
upper-body and core strength plus cardio endurance. This 
is a higher intensity class than Classic and Circuit. 
 
SPIRITUAL Y-GENTLE YOGA: Slow paced Hatha Style yoga 
that prepares & conditions your mind, body & spirit.  A 
combination of floor & standing poses that improve 
strength, flexibility, strength,  and balance with a focus on 

proper pose alignment, listenging to your body, and 
connecting with your spirit. Ends with prayer requests & 
bible reading/devotional time. Use of Essential Oils in Class 
 
TABATA PLUS and Xtreme: Touted as “the world’s 
greatest fat burning workout”. Tabata is a simple, yet 
effective interval training technique designed to boost the 
body’s calorie burning mechanisms. All you need is 35 
minutes! Warm up and cool down included.  Tabata 
Xtreme is designed to push all fitness levels to their 
limits.  

Y-ABS EXPRESS/PLUS 
Join us for an ab burnin’ good time in our express Abs 
class. The focus of this class will be to strengthen your 
abdominals through exercise and balance work. All 
Fitness levels welcome! Our plus class will focus on core 
and provide additional training that rotates through arms, 
legs, and glute training.  
 
Y-BEGINNER H.I.I.T/Y-H.I.I.T.: High Intensity Interval 
Training: A high-energy, heart pumping, feet moving 
routine! With the combination of high, moderate and low 
impact intervals designed to burn calories and muscular 
conditioning segment to tone muscles, your entire body 
will be conditioned and strengthened.  Beginner class 
geared for lower intensity. 
 
Y-SPIRITUAL MEDITATION: Allow your mind to become 
calm and more focused by transforming the negative to 
positive.  Meditation enables you to overcome stress 
while finding inner peace and balance. Use of Essential 
Oils in Class. 
 
Y-STEP: A cardio workout using fun choreography on the 
step, motivating music & resistance training using hand 
weights giving you a full body workout. Appropriate for all 
fitness levels.  
 
Y-YOGA/Y-POWER YOGA: A physical class dedicated to 
improving strength, balance, flexibility, and breathing, 
while reducing muscle tension and stress. All fitness levels 
welcome. Y-Power Yoga: add more challenge to this 
workout and create your highest level of energy and vitality 
by building strength. LOL Yoga: for those who need a little 
noise and laughter during their yoga workout. 
 

ZUMBA®: We take the “work” out of workout by mixing 

low intensity and high-intensity moves for an interval style, 
calorie-burning dance fitness party! Once the Latin and 
World rythms take over, you’ll see why Zumba® is 
exercise in disguise. Beginner Zumba breaks down the 
steps more and is geared toward lower intensity. 
 

ZUMBA GOLD®: This specialty class is designed for the 

Active Older Adult or those who want to join the fitness-
party for the first time.  Zumba® at a slower pace but with 
ALL the fun!   
 

ZUMBA SENTAO®: Combines strength and resistance 

training with innovative dance moves using a chair as 
your dance partner and not a single weight lifted.  High 
intensity workout focusing on core, defining your 
muscles, and improving cardiovascular endurance.  


